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As a Master Tier player on both EUW and EUNE servers that cares deeply about the state of

League of Legends, I had enough of the lack of high quality educational material about the game.

So about a year ago, I sat down and wrote what turned out to be the best-selling book about

improving at League of Legends on  - 30 Days to Diamond. I used my experience as a real life

teacher and a high elo player to create the most detailed, effective and complete source of game

knowledge out there. The impact 30 Days to Diamond had on hundreds of players was enormous

and I have summarized the results they achieved in the preface of this book. The book made a bold

promise - that no matter what level of skill you are currently at, as long as you apply the principles it

teaches, you will be able to reach Diamond Five rank within 30 days of playing on a fresh account.

Mind you, that's regardless of whether you started as a Bronze, Silver, Gold, Platinum or a

completely new player that has just installed the game. The reason why the book delivered on its

promise for so many people was simple. I was aware that no matter what your starting point is, as

long as you fill in the knowledge gaps that you have about the game and you apply the proven

principles that my book teaches, you will completely transform as a player over a short period of

time. There are no ifs, buts or shoulds - facts are facts and results are results. Well, due to multiple

requests from dozens of people online, I was motivated to roll up my sleeves again for Season

Seven. So I wrote the book you are about to listen to next - 21 Days to Diamond and Beyond. It is a

longer and more detailed, improved, enriched and polished version of 30 Days to Diamond and it

has been created specifically for Season Seven. Please don't get intimidated by the length of it - I

assure you that it is worth your time.
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This book is a game knowledge treasure, I am loving every chapter of it. I am taking the time to

write this review because I am really happy with the amount of info I got from it.To start off, I really

enjoyed the specific instructions on how to actually develop each of these 7 qualities of the high elo

players - winner's attitude, leadership, shot calling, decision making, map awareness. A lot of good

stuff there and it got me hyped up for the rest of the content.The huge chapter that looks at the

laning fundamentals sets the tone for the latter concepts of the book. And the part about zone of

influence, the trading formula and the 3 different approaches to trading was something completely

new to me even though I've been playing LOL for several years now. It just goes to show that I

guess you always have something new to learn. Very, very useful insights there.The stuff about

zoning, minion manipulation, harassment, carrying by roaming, ganks from the jungler, etc is sooo

detailed, too. As I keep reading the book for a 3rd time now, it's funny how I am still learning new

stuff from each of its pages. It's either an insight I never thought about or a new idea that I can

include in my gameplay.Splitpushing, tower diving, sieging, teamfighting, initiating, vision control,

team comps, peeling, kiting, orb walking, focusing - everything that I can think of related to the game

is covered very specifically.Going further, I like how instead of just talking how important objectives

are like most streamers, the author actually lists all the situations in which you should go for each

objective and when to prioritize what. The vision control stuff with the warding spots around Baron

and Dragon is so on point. Just reading those 2 chapters helps me see why some of my games are

thrown and how I can direct my teammates.I am so glad this book came out just in time for Season

7. I will get the paperback version and give myself 1 more week of reading it before doing my

placements, just in case. I am also really impressed that the author tells us how to get the audibook

for free for those who cant afford the paperback, so hopefully it comes out soon since I love listening

to stuff on my way home from school.

This is an ongoing review.This book is well organized and to be read as part of a series to get

maximum efficacy. I like how he explains lots of different things and how to utilizes the most out of

situations. The most helpful thing he teaches in my honest opinion is tips and tricks on how to obtain

impressive map awareness within such a short time span without breaking your CS or lane

pressure. He also has an impressive way of allowing you to gauge yourself based off how often you



do things by comparing them to the level of gold, plat, and diamond players. As someone who has

spent many hours, days even, reading specific champions subreddits to obtain higher game

knowledge I see that some of his tips are the same I have read from other professionals. What you

really get from this book in particular is tips I have never read anywhere before and they drastically

improve your gameplay and decision making.With how long league has been going, mechanics are

no longer enough to win with. You need better map awareness, team synergy, and shot calling to be

able to win the majority of your games. This book meets all of those criteria.

Has helped me a great deal I feel improvements in my game and I feel like it can help anyone

honestly. I also feel like it emails the things that every league player has to know perfectly. I also

think that it is the best guide I have received for league it explains everything in a clear and easy to

understand manner. It is also the most detailed guidelines on league that I have seen.

Good book and the author is a cool guy. What it teaches you and what it offers is definitely worth the

price and surprised me and I would earnestly recommend it to anyone trying to climb in ranked. I've

been plat 5 for one season now and can gurantee once I finish fully reading it and apply everything

else it teaches I'll be climbing out of plat in no time.

Any other books on League of Legends simply don't compare to this one, at least in a major

way."21 Days to Diamond and Beyond" contains various information crucial to learning to play the

game correctly, and detailed information at that.First of all, the table of contents is beautifully

organized. Each chapter is focused on a general set of qualities, which is bold in the table of

contents. After, the chapter is divided into sub-sections containing sub portions of the

chapter.Overall, the author writes this from a teachers point of view. It's obvious he has experience

with this kind of thing, and he even states in the book that he's individually coached over 60 players

and had great success rates.This book, and the author's previous book, have helped me to improve

immensely. I remember studying his other book when I really started to begin playing in season 6,

and I used it to climb my way to level thirty in a relatively short period of time. Now that I'm playing

ranked, I'm confident I can climb because of this authors books.TL;DR:Read the authors books.

They helped me improve, and I almost guarantee they'll help you if you listen to what the author has

to say.

This book was very helpful in gaining some knowledge of the game on top of that it gives several



ways to help you climb up in this season but will also give you just an entire mindset to both win and

lose, but help you understand why it is that you are losing

I 100% recommend this book to anybody looking to improve on not only their gameplay but attitude

in the game. Before I read this book I used to curse at my teammates and be toxic to who fed and

those who weren't play that well, but now I try to communicate more with them and try to actually

win the games. If you not only want to improve your gameplay but improve your mentality while

playing this game, I approve this book.
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